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You may not have heard too much about the Southern Forests, but you’ve  
probably been eating fresh food grown in this region your whole life.  

Well-known Western Australian chef Sophie Zalokar (from the popular Foragers  
Field Kitchen & Cooking School in Pemberton) brings together forty producers  

and gatherers from the land, fresh water and sea, and creates recipes that  
show her love of authentic and exciting regional food, alongside  

the stories of the down-to-earth people who grow it.

This book is a must for anyone interested in eating fresh, local and  
sustainable produce, as well as an inspiration for  

the creative, forward-thinking cook.

‘Chef and food lover Sophie Zalokar includes the back story for each food  
producer before presenting original recipes that are absolutely  

mouth-watering.’ — STEPHANIE ALEXANDER

‘Sophie has a natural feel for food, and here she shows her love  
of the region, the richness of the producers and her inate creativity  

using the produce at hand.’ — MAGGIE BEER

‘Absolutely delicious recipes and respectful stories told  
with wisdom and care by the inspiring Sophie Zalokar.’  

— KYLIE KWONG
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PREFACE

There’s been a great deal of talk around the growing, sourcing, preparation and enjoyment of fresh 

food over the last few years. 

We’re starting to recognise the impact food has on our health and well-being, and to value the 

enormous role it now plays in our daily social lives. We’re also starting to think about the long-ignored 

but inherent environmental costs, questioning where and how fresh produce is grown and sourced, 

and seeking a greater connection with our local food and those who grow it. 

Mass media, social media and now the smart-phone app phenomenon are introducing us to both the 

artisanal and the larger growers and producers of food, as part of a less commercialised and more 

authentic tourism experience.

You may not be familiar with the name Southern Forests or know where it is, but if you live anywhere in 

Western Australia you’ve probably been eating fresh food grown in this region all your life and not known 

it was produced here. If you’ve visited this region from interstate or overseas, your memories are more 

than likely dominated by the majestic trees rather than what’s grown in the fields amongst them.

If, however, you’re a bit of a foodie and have either read about us or come along to one of the region’s 

food festivals, there’s a good chance you may associate Manjimup with cherries, apples and now truffles, 

Pemberton with marron, trout and now avocados, Northcliffe with milk and cream or Walpole with beef. 

As a cook in this region interested in what’s grown here and who grows it, I’ve had the great privilege 

of getting to know not only the producers mentioned in this book, but many others who’ve taken that 

optimistically calculated risk of being a grower or food producer, recognising the culinary potential of this 

incredible place. 

The common denominators between them all are a genuine sense of pride in their work, family 

traditions, community, spirit and an understanding of the value of the region’s temperate climate, 

clean air, abundant water and deep soils that are capable of the fertility required for food production.

As a tourism operator in this region, I have heard the lament time and time again, ‘I wish we had 

more time and ways of seeing and experiencing what we’ve only just found out is here.’ The magnificent 

karri forests have long been the sole tourism focus and reason for visiting, but now the Southern 

Forests is seeking to develop a culinary tourism experience that goes beyond the restaurant cellar door 

and back along our winding forests tracks to where it all begins – the farm gate.

It’s an exciting future that we wish to develop and share with you when you visit the region, and one 

we’ll continue to offer you through the fresh food on your table: a genuine and authentic taste of the 

Southern Forests region.
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INTRODUCTION

The Southern Forests region is in the lower south-west of Western Australia, approximately 300 km 

south of Perth. It’s an extraordinarily beautiful place. The majestic native karri forests, with trees 

amongst the tallest in the world, scrape abundant skies and edge lush pastures, orchards and vineyards, 

while deep through the valleys, serene waterways roll with a primal rhythm and descend towards an 

ancient and wild coastal rim.

It is a prehistoric and richly bio-diverse area in Australia’s largest state, with an agriculturally 

dependent economy that has the physical and geographical capacity to grow far more fresh food than 

meets the current needs of Western Australia – and well beyond.

The first caretakers of the Southern Forests region were the Aboriginal Nyungar / Murrum people, 

who are estimated to have lived in the region for some 30,000 years. Sadly, very little has been 

recorded by early settlers or evidence left of their presence, partly because they cared for the land in 

a way that left no permanent scarring. The significant history and cultural heritage of the first truly 

sustainable lifestyle leaders has unfortunately taken some time to be recognised.

Part of their cultural legacy, however, is represented in the naming of several places. ‘Up’ on the 

ending of a place name means a ‘place of…’ that is usually located near water. Manjimup takes its 

name from Manjimup Brook – where the highly valued edible root of the ‘Manjin’ rush was found, 

which was roasted and pounded to make a kind of cake.

The official boundaries of the Southern Forests are marked out as the municipality of the Shire of 

Manjimup, but its Blackwood River Valley neighbours in the west and north and Great Southern 

neighbours in the south and east are valued good friends.

Around 10,000 locals are spread over the four main towns of Manjimup, Pemberton, Northcliffe and 

Walpole together with smaller settlements, communities and outlying farming properties. A quarter of 

the population is involved in agriculture, forestry and fishing; many of them are also dedicated to their 

local football clubs, which have a long, colourful history of friendly rivalry.

 Those who come from families who pioneered the local agriculture, timber, viticulture and tourism 

industries over a 150-year span possess the same resilient will to survive and sense of self-determination 

as their grandparents and, in some cases, great-grandparents before them.

Wilderness, National Parks, State Forests or Reserves make up 85% of the region’s 7,000 square 

kilometres. If you, like me, can’t imagine this measurement of land, it’s best described as hours and 

hours of spectacular scenic driving, the best of which can be experienced year-round off the sealed 

roads, guided by local knowledge.

Remarkably, over fifty different types of fresh produce are cultivated, harvested, ranged and caught 

from either the natural waterways or 140 km of pristine coastline and over 80,000 hectares of prime 

agricultural land. The gross, and increasing, agricultural value of this produce is $127 million each year. 

This book aims to introduce you to some of the produce grown in this unique place, the people who 

grow it and a little of the wonderful migrant food heritage, together with recipes I’ve developed that 

are examples of how this produce can be prepared and enjoyed.

It represents only a fraction of what comes from the Southern Forests, but it attempts to take you on a 

virtual tour around the region, visiting farms and talking with growers who’ve all been incredibly generous 

with their time, knowledge and willingness to allow us into their working lives.

After seeing the quality and diversity displayed through these pages, I’m sure you’ll agree that the 

Southern Forests has not only earned its reputation as the food bowl of Western Australia, but that its 

ability to grow so many different and high-quality foods is something very special, and very worth 

seeking out for yourself. 
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apricots ,  peaches , 
plums  nectarines

THE GUADAGNINO FAMILY

Until recently, brother and sister Ray and Fran worked together at their family business, Alf’s Continental 

Store in Manjimup. Walking in on a lively conversations between them was like listening to the essence 

of what food has meant to the Italian culture since time began: an enduring passion for fresh produce, 

prepared simply, and generously shared with others.

Their story, however, starts with their father, Alfonso Guadagnino. Sponsored by his uncle who was 

already in Western Australia, Alfonso left his wife Domenica in Calabria and travelled by ship from 

Messina in Sicily to Fremantle in 1951, arriving with a small suitcase and hopes of establishing a new 

life for his family. 

He began working for Luisini Winery in the Wanneroo area, which was where many new Italian 

migrants to Western Australia had their start, then worked in various places including Geraldton as a 

chef. He made his way down south via Brunswick Junction and Harvey, hand digging potatoes and 

working in the dairies; in Bridgetown building fences and apple picking; and then eventually Manjimup 

where he worked on tobacco plantations and at the Jardee Mill.

Alfonso then bought a travelling green grocer business, to which he added many of the products in 

demand from the Italian community such as olive oil, dried pasta and legumes. Piling the back of his 

ute with seasonal produce, often bought from Macedonian migrants also in Manjimup, Alfonso travelled 

around to small communities in the region from the Shannon River in the south up the South Western 

Highway as far as Bunbury. There he would buy fresh fish to sell on his return to Manjimup. ‘He used 

to tell us so many stories,’ Fran recalls.
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In the mid 60s, the family purchased ‘Robbie’s Corner’, on the intersection of Giblett and Ipsen 

Street. Here, the travelling grocer for whom customer service was as important as the quality of his 

products found a permanent home, opening Alf’s Continental Store in 1966. In 1970, the family 

purchased a 228 acre former potato farm on Seven Day Road to grow produce for the shop. 

They started out with vegetables, then decided to concentrate on fruit, beginning with several 

varieties of apples and now growing many varieties of pome and stone fruits, tree nuts and chestnuts 

and prickly pears.

The much beloved Alfonso passed away in 1996. ‘His dream was to make the farm a paradise, 

planting every type of fruit,’ Fran explains. ‘The boys have finished this dream for him.’

Today, Fran’s husband, Tony Potito, together with his brothers in law Domenic and Ray, manage the 

orchards. As a result of the family choosing to focus on production rather than retail, Alf’s Continental 

Store closed on the 31st May 2014; however, Fran, Domenic and Ray’s sister Angelina and her 

husband Sarafino – who operate Balcatta Growers Fresh in Perth – will continue to stock and sell the 

family’s fresh produce.

The Guadagnino family’s story of tireless work to support their community and feed their families is 

similar to many; however, few continue today in the same way as their parents and grandparents before 

them. You can be sure this will include many more lively and passionate discussions about what to 

cook for dinner.
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MACE IS a spice traditionally used for preparing terrines and pâtés but it also has a wonderful affinity 

with fresh apricots, adding an exotic perfumed quality to this dessert. If you can’t find whole mace blades, 

use a quarter of the quantity in ground mace or ground nutmeg, with which it originally grows.

YOGHURT PISTACHIO CHEESECAKE WITH APRICOTS  
IN ORANGE BLOSSOM WATER, MACE & BAY LEAF SYRUP

Yoghurt Pistachio Cheesecake

150 g digestive biscuits

60 g almond meal

75 g unsalted butter, melted

4 titanium strength  
gelatine leaves

1 orange, the finely  
grated zest & juice of

500 g thick plain Greek yoghurt

500 ml crème fraîche

½ cup honey

1 tsp vanilla extract

Apricots In Orange Blossom Water, 
Mace & Bay Leaf Syrup 

250 ml water

250 ml white wine

1 cup sugar

3 fresh bay leaves

1 tsp mace blades

8 – 10 ripe apricots, halved

1 tsp orange blossom water

To Serve

60 g pistachios,  
roughly chopped

SERVES 8

Line a 22 cm spring form baking tin with baking paper. Break 

the digestive biscuits up into small pieces and then blend with 

the almond meal in a food processor until fine but not clumping 

together. Transfer to a bowl and mix through the melted butter 

before pressing onto the base and halfway up the sides of the 

tin. Chill in the refrigerator while making the filling.

Soften the gelatine leaves in a bowl of cold water. Heat the 

orange juice in a small saucepan. Squeeze excess water out of 

the gelatine leaves before stirring through the hot orange juice 

to dissolve. Allow to cool. Mix the yoghurt, crème fraîche, honey, 

vanilla and orange zest together in a large bowl and then whisk 

through the orange juice mixture to combine. Pour this onto the 

biscuit base and return to the refrigerator for 4 to 5 hours to set.

Heat the water, wine, sugar, bay leaves and mace blades 

together. Gently simmer and occasionally stir for 5 minutes. 

Gently put the apricots in the syrup and return to a simmer. Turn 

the apricots over after 2 to 3 minutes. They need to soften but 

not lose their shape. Remove with a slotted spoon and reserve 

to the side. Boil the syrup until viscous and the flavour has 

intensified. Stir through the orange blossom water and then 

pour over the apricots. Place a piece of baking paper directly 

onto the surface and chill in the refrigerator.

Unmould the cheesecake, pile some of the apricots on top 

and scatter over the pistachios before serving with more of the 

apricots and syrup. 
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RIB EYE beef is a premium cut for celebrations, which when cooked as a whole roast makes for 

spectacular presentation. The smoked tomatoes and kale pesto are equally wonderful accompaniments 

to a grilled rump steak, or slow-cooked and thinly sliced pickled silverside.

ROAST RIB EYE BEEF WITH SMOKED TOMATOES & KALE PESTO

Roast Rib Eye

3.4 – 3.6 kg rib eye beef

olive oil

sea salt flakes &  
cracked black pepper

8 x 12 – 15 cm long rosemary sprigs

Kale Pesto

300 g kale, ribs removed &  
coarsely chopped

½ cup pine nuts, lightly toasted

½ cup extra virgin olive oil

juice & zest of a small lemon

2 cloves garlic

½ tsp (+ extra) salt

freshly cracked black pepper

1 cup parmesan cheese, finely grated

Smoked Tomatoes

2 cups tea leaves 

2 cups rice

2 cups soft brown sugar

1 kg heirloom tomatoes of varying 
shapes & colours

SERVES 4

Rub the beef with a little olive oil and season generously. Tie the 

rosemary sprigs onto the beef with cotton string or butcher’s 

twine. Allow the beef to come to room temperature. Preheat 

oven to 220 °C. Place the rib eye on a rack in a baking tray and 

roast for 20 minutes. Reduce the heat to 180 °C and cook for 

1 ½ hours for medium rare. Cover loosely with aluminium foil 

and leave to rest for 45 minutes. 

To make the kale pesto, blanch the kale in boiling salted 

water, cooling under cold running water. Drain well before rolling 

in a tea towel to dry. Place in a food processor with the pine 

nuts, extra virgin olive oil, lemon, garlic and seasoning. Process 

until a coarse puree. Transfer to a bowl and fold through the 

grated parmesan. Check seasoning and adjust if needed.

To prepare the smoked tomatoes, preheat a hooded barbecue. 

Line a deep, lidded baking tray with four layers of aluminium 

foil. Combine the tea leaves, rice and soft brown sugar and 

spoon into the tray in an even layer. Place a wire rack into the 

tray that sits above the rice mixture. Lightly rub each tomato 

with a little olive oil and place on the rack. Put the lid on the 

tray and place directly on the barbecue grill. Put the barbecue 

hood down to cover. Smoke for 20 to 30 minutes until the 

tomatoes have partially collapsed and are slightly burnished.

Reheat the roast beef in a 200 °C oven for 10 minutes before 

carving and serving with the kale pesto and smoked tomatoes 

on the side.
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THE PASTRY base of this rustic recipe has a deliciously earthy flavour and is wholesome and sturdy 

enough for many other types of fillings. For example, in summer, you could substitute the kale for thinly 

sliced ripe tomatoes and zucchini, or in winter, the potato slices topped with caramelised onions. The 

possibilities are endless but as with pizza toppings, take a less is more approach for the best results. 

BUCKWHEAT, POTATO & KALE GALETTE WITH FRESH CHEESE, SAGE & GARLIC

4 medium waxy-style  
potatoes, washed 

180 g wholemeal self-raising flour

70 g buckwheat flour

200 g unsalted butter, chilled  
and diced 

½ tsp salt

½ cup Greek yoghurt

2 bunches kale 

3 tbsp vegetable oil

2 tbsp extra virgin olive oil

100 g fresh cow or goats’ curd cheese 
or drained ricotta

80 g unsalted butter

4 cloves garlic, thinly sliced

1 cup sage leaves

salt flakes & freshly  
cracked black pepper

SERVES 4

Using a mandolin, thinly slice the potatoes. Place in a bowl, 

cover with cold water.

Place the flours, butter and salt in a food processor and pulse 

until the mixture resembles coarse breadcrumbs. Add the 

yoghurt and continue to pulse until the dough just begins to 

combine. Turn out onto a lightly floured work surface and gently 

compress the dough together into a flattened ball. Wrap in 

plastic film and refrigerate for 15 minutes. 

Cut the ribs from the kale leaves, slice thinly and then roughly 

chop the kale leaves. In a large pot, heat the oil until smoking 

hot and quickly fry the kale ribs and leaves until just wilted. Tip 

into a bowl and reserve to the side to cool. Drain the potato 

slices and evenly spread over a tea towel. Roll up the tea towel 

to extract as much moisture from the potato as possible.

Preheat oven to 200 °C. Roll the pastry out to a rough circle 

approximately 40 cm in diameter. Gently slide onto a large 

baking paper-lined baking tray. Leaving a 5 cm border around 

the edge, evenly layer the potato slices over the pastry and then 

top with the wilted kale. Drizzle with extra virgin olive before 

baking in the oven for 35 to 40 minutes until the pastry edges 

are golden, puffed and crispy.  Place small spoonfuls of the 

fresh cheese over the kale.

Heat the unsalted butter in a frying pan until nut brown and 

fry the garlic and sage leaves until golden and crispy before 

spooning over the galette to garnish and serving with some salt 

flakes and freshly cracked black pepper. 
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Fresh Cauliflower with Salad Burnet, 
Lemon & Dill

¼ cup extra virgin olive oil

1 tbsp lemon juice

sea salt flakes & freshly cracked 
black pepper

½ fresh cauliflower, thinly sliced 
using a mandolin

1 cup salad burnet or  
Italian parsley leaves 

1 sml lemon, zested

¼ cup fresh dill sprigs

SERVES 8 AS PART OF  
A SHARED-PLATE

Cauliflower Fritters with Celery Salt

1 tsp celery seeds

2 tbsp salt flakes

½ cup chickpea flour

¼ tsp baking powder

½ tsp ground cumin

½ tsp turmeric

¼ tsp chilli powder

¼ tsp salt

200 ml water

peanut or vegetable oil, for frying

1 sml cauliflower,  
cut into small florets

SERVES 8 AS PART OF  
A SHARED-PLATE

FRESH CAULIFLOWER WITH SALAD BURNET, LEMON & DILL

Place the oil, lemon juice and a little seasoning into a small 

screw-top jar and shake to combine. Put the thinly sliced fresh 

cauliflower in a bowl and toss with the salad burnet leaves, 

lemon zest, dill and dressing until well coated. Serve with a 

little extra freshly cracked black pepper.

CAULIFLOWER FRITTERS WITH CELERY SALT

Grind the celery seeds in an electric spice mill until a fine 

powder. Mix together with the salt flakes until well combined. 

Store in an airtight jar.

Mix the chickpea flour, baking powder, ground cumin, 

turmeric, chilli powder and salt together in a bowl and stir 

through the water to make a pancake-batter consistency. 

Heat a 3 cm depth amount of peanut oil in a deep frying pan or 

wide pot. Dip the cauliflower florets in the batter until well coated 

and then fry in the hot oil until a deep golden colour. Drain on 

paper towels before serving hot, seasoned with celery salt.
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FIGS HAVE a fleeting season, so having a variety of ways to enjoy them in a short time is the best 

way to maximise this seasonal treat. The fat hen (Chenopodium album) in this salad is a common 

weed that tastes similar to corn salad. Italian parsley leaves are a suitable substitute.

SMOKED DUCK, FRESH FIG, RICOTTA, PICKLED WALNUT,  
FAT HEN & RADICCHIO SALAD

2 x Holy Smoke smoked duck breasts 
or 1 lrg Holy Smoke smoked chicken 
breast, thinly sliced

1 lrg radicchio, the leaves washed & 
torn into bite-sized pieces

1 lrg handful fat hen or Italian 
parsley leaves

3 Pretsel Vineyard Pickled Walnuts, 
thinly sliced

1 cup fresh ricotta, drained

4 lrg fresh figs, quartered

4 tbsp fig vincotto or  
Balsamic vinegar

extra virgin olive oil

salt flakes & freshly  
cracked black pepper

SERVES 4

Layer the smoked duck slices, radicchio, fat hen and pickled walnuts 

on four plates. Top with small spoonfuls of fresh ricotta and then 

four quarters of fresh fig for each serve. Drizzle over a little fig 

vincotto and extra virgin olive oil and season before serving.
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ICE CREAM sandwiches seem such a decadent treat whether they’re made with biscuits or cake. The 

stunning green colour of the green tea ice cream certainly adds wow factor, and the earthy flavour of 

it works especially well with buckwheat, chocolate and cinnamon. 

GREEN TEA, BUCKWHEAT, CINNAMON &  
CHOCOLATE ICE CREAM SANDWICH

Green Tea Ice Cream

1 tbsp matcha green tea powder

3 tbsp hot water

200 ml milk

200 ml cream

4 free-range egg yolks

5 tbsp caster sugar

Chocolate Buckwheat Biscuits

220 g unsalted butter, softened

110 g (+ ¼ cup) rapadura or raw 
caster sugar

110 g (+ extra) wholemeal flour

110 g buckwheat flour

2 tbsp cocoa

1 (+ ½) tsp ground cinnamon

pinch salt

2 tbsp milk

1 tsp vanilla extract

150 g dark chocolate, finely chopped

MAKES 8

GREEN TEA ICE CREAM

Combine the green-tea powder and hot water together in a bowl 

and reserve to the side. Combine the milk and cream in a 

saucepan and bring to a gentle simmer. Whisk the yolks and 

sugar in a bowl to combine and then pour over the hot milk and 

cream while whisking. Return to the saucepan and place over a 

very low heat. Continually stir with a wooden spoon and gently 

cook for 5 to 10 minutes until the custard is thick enough to 

coat the back of the spoon. Return to the bowl and whisk through 

the green tea powder paste to dissolve. Place a piece of baking 

paper directly on the surface before refrigerating until cold. Churn 

in an ice cream machine following the manufacturer’s instructions.

CHOCOLATE BUCKWHEAT BISCUITS

Cream the butter and 110 g sugar. Add the flours, cocoa, one 

teaspoon of ground cinnamon and salt together with the milk 

and vanilla and combine until a soft dough. Transfer to a work 

surface and gently press into a rough flattened ball. Wrap in 

plastic and refrigerate for 20 minutes. Using a little wholemeal 

flour, roll the dough out to about 4 mm thick. Cut out 5 cm 

diameter rounds and transfer to lined baking trays, allowing a 

little space in between. Gather the scraps and re-roll until you’ve 

cut as many biscuits as possible. Refrigerate the biscuits for 10 

minutes. Preheat oven to 180 °C. Bake for about 10 minutes 

until lightly browned. Combine the remaining ¼ cup rapadura 

sugar and ½ tsp ground cinnamon and sprinkle over the tops of 

the biscuits. Cool on trays. RECIPE CONTINUES >
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THE VERY grown-up tastes in this unusual combination of flavours beg to be served with an aromatic 

tea such as jasmine or soursop. Alternatively, the smoky lapsong souchong would also work very well 

as an accompanying afternoon tea beverage.

GINGERBREAD WITH PRUNE BUTTER, TAMARILLOS  
& ORANGE BLOSSOM MASCARPONE

Prune Butter

500 g pitted prunes

250 ml orange juice

1 orange, the zest finely grated

¼ tsp salt

 cup soft brown sugar

MAKES 3 CUPS

Gingerbread

125 g butter 

1 cup molasses 

1 ½ cups plain flour 

½ cup self-raising flour 

1 tsp bicarbonate of soda 

2 tsp ground ginger 

2 tsp ground cinnamon 

½ tsp mixed spice 

¼ tsp salt

1 cup caster sugar 

1 cup milk

2 free-range eggs, lightly beaten 

MAKES 2 SML LOAVES

Orange Blossom Mascarpone

250 g mascarpone

2 tsp orange blossom water

2 tbsp icing sugar

PRUNE BUTTER

Combine all of the ingredients in a saucepan except for the 

brown sugar. Stir and bring to a gentle simmer and cook with 

the lid on for 20 minutes, stirring every few minutes. Remove 

the lid and continue to simmer and stir for 3 to 5 minutes until 

approximately 3 tbsp of liquid remains. Stir in the brown sugar and 

when dissolved, puree with a stick blender to a coarse consistency.

GINGERBREAD

Preheat oven to 170 °C and grease and line two 23.5 cm x  

7.5 cm bar cake pans with baking paper. Warm butter and 

molasses together in a small saucepan over low heat. Sift the 

flours, bicarbonate of soda, spices and salt into a medium-sized 

bowl. Stir through the caster sugar. Make a well and beat the 

eggs and milk together in it before incorporating the flour 

mixture to make a smooth batter. Fold the butter and molasses 

into the batter and divide into the cake pans. Smooth the top 

before baking in the oven for 40 to 45 minutes. Leave to stand in 

the tin for 15 minutes, then turn out and leave to cool completely.

ORANGE BLOSSOM MASCARPONE

Mix all the ingredients together until smooth. RECIPE CONTINUES >
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TO SERVE

Allowing one half tamarillo per person, bring a saucepan of water to the 

boil. Remove the stem and score a cross into the base of the tamarillo 

before blanching for 30 seconds. Place in a bowl of ice water and then 

peel the skin away using a paring knife.

Slice the gingerbread into pieces 1 cm thick and thickly spread with 

the Prune Butter and Orange Blossom Mascarpone. Thinly slice the 

tamarillo and place on top of the mascarpone.
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THIS DRESSING is a lovely, soft way of including garlic in a salad without it dominating the other more 

subtle flavours. Nuts and nut oils work wonderfully well with any freshwater shellfish – particularly marron!

MARRON, ROASTED WALNUT, AVOCADO & BARTLETT PEAR SALAD WITH A 
CANDIED GARLIC VERJUICE DRESSING

1 cup walnuts

6 cloves garlic 

extra virgin olive oil

4 x 300 g live marron 

¼ cup salt

400 ml verjuice

80 ml walnut oil

2 handfuls salad greens that include 
bitter varieties

3 stalks celery, thinly sliced (optional)

1 avocado, sliced

2 sml Bartlett pears, thinly sliced

1 sml bunch fresh dill, the tips 
plucked from the stalks

freshly cracked black pepper

SERVES 4

Dry roast the walnuts in a 200 °C oven for 20 minutes until just 

brown then transfer to a dry tea towel. Gather the corners of the 

tea towel together and rub the skins away from the walnuts. 

Transfer to a coarse sieve to separate the skins from the roasted 

walnut. Reserve to the side.

Blanch garlic cloves in boiling water before peeling. Using a 

simmer mat, gently warm the garlic in enough extra virgin olive 

oil to just cover, until the cloves just start to turn a warm blond 

colour. Leave to cool before removing the garlic and reserving 

the olive oil for another dish.

Place the live marron in the freezer for 20 to 30 minutes until 

the marron no longer moves but is not yet frozen. Bring a large 

stockpot of water to the boil and add the salt. Gently put the 

marron in the boiling water, cover immediately and cook for  

3 minutes. Remove from the pot and plunge into iced water. 

Twist and pull the head away from the tail. Using kitchen 

scissors cut up the middle of the inside of the tail and ease the 

flesh away from the shell. Pull back the flap from the top of the 

meat and gently remove the alimentary canal. Slice the marron 

meat in halves.

In a shallow pan, simmer the verjuice until reduced by half. 

Add the marron halves to just warm then remove with a slotted 

spoon reserving to the side. Whisk the garlic cloves and walnut 

oil into the warm verjuice.

Compile the salad by scattering the salad leaves on a platter, 

topped with the celery slices, marron halves, sliced avocado 

and pear. Drizzle over the dressing and garnish with the roasted 

walnuts, fresh dill tips and freshly cracked black pepper.
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THIS RECIPE was inspired by the very talented chef Luke Burgess. In his original version he used 

Lapsong Souchong tea to infuse the cream. Here I’ve used chamomile tea, which creates a soft herbal 

taste that’s inherently comforting, and lovely with tangy rhubarb.

CHAMOMILE CREAM WITH RHUBARB JELLY & GINGER THIN CRUMBS

Chamomile Cream

250 ml full cream milk

250 ml cream

5 g loose dried chamomile tea 

pinch salt

50 g caster sugar

2 titanium-strength gelatine leaves

Rhubarb Jelly

500 g rhubarb, roughly chopped

½ cup caster sugar

500 ml water

pinch salt

1 titanium-strength gelatine leaf

To Serve

4 Ginger Thin biscuits, crumbled

icing sugar

SERVES 4

CHAMOMILE CREAM

To make the chamomile cream, heat the milk and cream together 

until just simmering. Stir through the chamomile tea and allow 

to steep for a minimum of 2 hours. Strain through a sieve lined 

with a damp muslin cloth, return to the saucepan and gently 

reheat together with the salt and sugar, stirring to dissolve. Soak 

the two titanium gelatine leaves in water for 3 to 4 minutes until 

softened. Squeeze the excess water from the gelatine leaves 

and stir through the cream mixture to dissolve. Pour into four 

250 ml serving dishes and refrigerate until set.

RHUBARB JELLY

To make the rhubarb jelly, simmer the rhubarb together with the 

caster sugar, water and salt for 5 to 10 minutes until the rhubarb 

is a soft pulp. Strain through a sieve lined with a damp muslin 

cloth and discard the pulp. Gently reheat the 250 ml rhubarb 

juice in a small saucepan. Soak the titanium gelatine leaf in 

water for 3 to 4 minutes until softened. Squeeze the excess 

water from the gelatine leaf and stir through the rhubarb juice 

to dissolve. 

Pour into a jug and refrigerate until cold but still pourable. 

Evenly pour on the tops of each set chamomile cream. Refrigerate 

until set.

TO SERVE

Serve with a scattering of crumbled Ginger Thin biscuits on top 

of the jelly and a little dusting of icing sugar.
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truffles

DAVID POTTINGER

In a similar way that the black truffle saved the vignerons in Périgord France due to the outbreak of 

phylloxera in the late 1870s, growing truffles has provided a successful step forward for David Pottinger 

and his family following the decline in demand for grapes in Australia.

Born in Kirkwall, Orkney in the north of Scotland, David spent his first years on Strongsay Island 

before migrating to Wyalkatchem via Cowaramup in 1968, where his parents David, and Alma, farmed 

wheat and sheep for 13 years. The family then relocated to Pemberton in 1981, recognising the 

opportunities for agricultural diversification due to the Mediterranean climate and productive soils.

After entering into tertiary education to study geology, David returned to the farm in preference over 

a city school desk. At 21 he started a four-year saw-docking apprenticeship at the Pemberton timber 

mill that was followed by a five-year period in a mill in Northcliffe.

In 1987, David and his father planted vineyards, supplying grapes to Houghtons throughout the 1990s. 

Over a chat at Rotary with plant nurseryman Al Blakers, who was developing the beginnings of the truffle 

industry in Manjimup with mycology scientist Nick Malajczuk, David and his father decided to plant 1,000 

inoculated hazelnut and oak trees on two steeply sloped hectares over a two-year period from 1999.

‘For a few years we used to joke that it was just a beautiful paddock of hazelnuts and oaks,’ David 

recalls. Their first year’s truffle harvest of 4 kg in 2004 has now increased to 1.1 tonne in 2013 – the 

highest amount from a cultivated site in recorded history anywhere in the world. David and his father 

now agree that the beautiful paddock has proven itself more than a pretty view.

‘As soon as a truffle breaks the surface, we cover them with sand to prevent sunburn and allow time 

for ripening. The truffle dog handler then marks the spot and we follow to carefully hand harvest with 

a trowel. After weighing, they’re washed, graded and trimmed before being transported to one of 

several distributors,’ David explains.
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Despite the domestic market growing in the last 5 to 6 years, of the total 5 tonne of national truffle 

production in 2013, only 500 kg remained in the Australian market and the remainder was exported. 

David’s not absolutely certain why their site has provided such spectacular results in quantity and 

quality. He plans to further upgrade their processing with a truffle washing machine and continue to 

enjoy a farming life, with further diversifying plans for their beautiful Pemberton property.
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WHEN SERVED as a side dish, this explosion of textural deep earthy flavours would best accompany 

a simple pork neck or veal shoulder braise. If served as a small starter, an Amontillado or Oloroso 

sherry would be a fine accompaniment. 

ROASTED JERUSALEM ARTICHOKES, HAZELNUTS, TRUFFLE, LABNA & SAGE

500 g Greek yoghurt

1 tsp sea salt flakes

850 g Jerusalem artichokes, scrubbed

 cup fresh sage leaves

1 cup roasted hazelnuts,  
roughly chopped

extra virgin olive oil

salt flakes 

1 tbsp verjuice

labna, scoop of

1 sml fresh black truffle 

freshly cracked black pepper

SERVES 4 AS A SIDE DISH

Make the labna by stirring the salt through the yoghurt and 

draining in a muslin-lined strainer overnight in the refrigerator.

Preheat oven to 220 °C. Cut the larger Jerusalem artichokes 

in halves to ensure all are roughly the same size and will cook 

evenly. Scatter on a baking tray together with the sage leaves 

and hazelnuts. Drizzle over a little extra virgin olive oil and 

season with salt flakes. Roast in the oven for 30 minutes until 

the Jerusalem artichokes are golden and tender and the sage 

crispy. Evenly pour over the verjuice and shake the tray to loosely 

amalgamate. Serve on a platter with a scoop of labna in the 

middle, freshly cracked black pepper and generous shavings of 

fresh black truffle.
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR

SOPHIE ZALOK AR was born and raised in the Barossa Valley in South Australia and trained as a 

chef under Australian food icon Maggie Beer at her and her husband Colin Beer’s famed restaurant, 

The Pheasant Farm. She went on to travel and cook around the world, settling in Fremantle, Western 

Australia in 1990.

Her first book, PicNic – Outdoor Feasts in the Australian Landscape was short-listed for the Jacob’s 

Creek World Food Media Awards and Vittoria Australian Food Media Awards in 2003. She has 

developed recipes for Homes and Living magazine and provided a weekly recipe in The West Australian 

newspaper for the past 11 years.

At the beginning of 2005, Sophie and her family moved from Fremantle to a 18 ½ acre smallholding 

with holiday cottages in Pemberton, within the Southern Forests region of Western Australia. 

With the assistance of a federal tourism grant, Sophie and her husband Chris opened Foragers Field 

Kitchen & Cooking School in April 2011, offering residential cooking school and dinner events 

throughout the year, promoting the culinary heritage and produce grown in the Southern Forests.

Sophie’s work as a chef, food writer, teacher and produce judge is underpinned by her commitment 

to nurturing real food created with a deep respect for the land, primary producers, and local food 

heritage and culinary traditions.
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THE SOUTHERN FORESTS  
FOOD COUNCIL

The Southern Forests Food Council Inc. was founded in 2010 by a group of passionate local producers 

who recognised that the wealth and abundance of quality produce grown in the area provided the ideal 

platform to promote the region and foster a vibrant local economy and community for future generations.

Its role was formalised in 2012 after it received a $5 million investment under the State Government’s 

SuperTowns initiative, with this investment being part of a $7 million Royalties for Regions allocation 

to the Shire of Manjimup for its Agricultural Expansion Project.

Ten local producers who, between them, have hundreds of years’ experience in the industry, comprise 

the Council’s Committee of Management.

The Food Council is committed to unifying the area’s world-class and diverse producers to increase 

the value of agriculture, strengthen the region’s economy, attract investment and export opportunities, 

promote regional pride, and create sustainable jobs. 

It represents local producers, and culinary and agri-tourism operators who live and work in what is WA’s 

premier food bowl. Its aim is to ultimately establish the Southern Forests region as an internationally 

recognised destination for outstanding produce and exceptional culinary tourism experiences.

The Southern Forests Food Council kindly supported the creation and publication of this book.

All enquiries about the images herein, by Craig Kinder of f22 Photography, can be directed to the 

Southern Forests Food Council via their website: www.southernforestsfood.com
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You may not have heard too much about the Southern Forests, but you’ve  
probably been eating fresh food grown in this region your whole life.  

Well-known Western Australian chef Sophie Zalokar (from the popular Foragers  
Field Kitchen & Cooking School in Pemberton) brings together forty producers  

and gatherers from the land, fresh water and sea, and creates recipes that  
show her love of authentic and exciting regional food, alongside  

the stories of the down-to-earth people who grow it.

This book is a must for anyone interested in eating fresh, local and  
sustainable produce, as well as an inspiration for  

the creative, forward-thinking cook.

‘Chef and food lover Sophie Zalokar includes the back story for each food  
producer before presenting original recipes that are absolutely  

mouth-watering.’ — STEPHANIE ALEXANDER

‘Sophie has a natural feel for food, and here she shows her love  
of the region, the richness of the producers and her inate creativity  

using the produce at hand.’ — MAGGIE BEER

‘Absolutely delicious recipes and respectful stories told  
with wisdom and care by the inspiring Sophie Zalokar.’  

— KYLIE KWONG

Photography by Craig Kinder
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